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ABSTRACT
Theplan andusage of a smart powermanagement system for household andbuildings that control numerous electrical appliances
in real time have been reported in this work. The system is based on using artificial intelligence with low-cost single board
computer in order to design a smart powermanagement system that can analyzed some aspects that can serve powermanagement
aspects such as, electricity consumption to reduce power consumption to lower limits as possible, temperature to control, and
human activity to control lighting and power on/off some devises like TV. A Raspberry PI 3 version B has been utilized as a
computer unit, in a fast and accurate way to control, for example, switching lighting/TV when human in or left the area. The
system utilized some devises in that purpose that includes, a Raspberry Pi camera to streamed real-time video for detection the
existence of human and his activity, an ultrasonic sensor to compute distance of human in area, temperature sensor to detect
room temperature in home or buildings in order to control air conditioning systems and odor/gas sensors to control ventilation
systems, power sensor to compute electricity consumption. The proposed system is programmed by a used Python programming
language thatmanages all aspect at the same time. The recognition part is based on utilized conversational neural network (CNN)
that optimized by used saliency object detection so as to improve the CNN in acknowledgment exactness and acknowledgment
speed. The outcomes endorsed that the proposed system can manage the power in smooth and accurate that can serve both
electrical consumption and lifestyle where all operation run in fast and automated way, furthermore, the recognition algorithm
success in detect objects and isolate it from background with 100% accuracy and in fast time reach to 0.7 seconds.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Atlantis Press SARL.
This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

The usage of electricity has always been a concern for business and
home. As electric costs, ease of use and automated controlling has
been rising; there is a need for a smart system that controls the
power system to manage the power consumption and how to use
electrical devicesmost efficiently. One of the practical ways that can
do these issues is by using an energy management system that can
help to control overall process in an automated way with the ability
to the user to monitor the most power distribution and total cost as
well as the ability to changes some settings as he desired [1]. How-
ever, the effective smart power system should be taken in consider-
ation the three main aspects: first, is the power consumption when
the system should accurately control the electrical devises in such
way that reduced power consumption and offer fully controlling to
electric devise by utilized artificial neural network to controls all
operations. This is what our research aims at.

Recently, there are many types of research in the field of power
management systems and most of these researches focus on a uti-
lized low-cost component such as microcontroller units and single
board computers along with low-cost sensors which become very
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popular to design and implements monitoring and control systems
[2]. Some of these studies focused on uses microcontrollers and
sensors that can detect motion (motion sensor) or light (light sen-
sor) and then switch on a device such as lighting when it detects
motion or light variation. Thesemethods have an advantage of sim-
plicity and low in cost. Goswami et al. (2009) [3], was designed and
implemented an experimental modal for a power management sys-
tem that utilized a simple microcontroller and sensors to monitor-
ing and controlling lights and temperature. They test the accuracy
of the system from the results obtained in overall processes. The
accuracy is calculated via how intently the sensors can gauge the
genuine or real world parameters values. The more accurate a sen-
sor is, the better it will perform. Samadi et al. (2010) [4] proposed
a smart power infrastructure that equipped with energy consump-
tion controller; their work is focused on the interactions between
energy provider and smart meters and they provided an algorithm
to deal with the energy consumption. In any case, there is a dis-
advantage that these techniques are not very efficient because it
depends on physical changes, for example, a motion sensor detects
anymovement in its sensing field but it cannot detect if that human,
cars, or other things so the switch can be on even not need to be
switch on when anything still moving such as animal. In another
hand, the light sensors detect variation of light and it power on the
light in case were the light is low and power off the light when light
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becomes high. Kleiminger et al. (2013) [5], point out that power
management system in buildings and households can be achieved
by using motion sensors and cameras, and they proposed a method
that combined motion sensors with energy consumption. For their
works, Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR) sensors have been installed in
homes in addition to smart meters and plugs to measured power
consumption. The had also used machine learning to recognize
whether anyone is at home or not. They also used anAndroid appli-
cation to gather data, which was installed on a tablet in the homes.
This means that users had to explicitly change states from being
home or away through the tablet. The reason for doing this was
because they needed to label their gathered data in order to know
whether users were home or away, since they used a supervised
machine learning approach. However, one cannot be certain that
the users always remembered to change states whenever they left
their homes or arrived at home. Their users also admitted to forget-
ting it sometimes. They only focused on electrical power consump-
tion, which means heating is not considered.

To overcome on the previous challenges, a new study focused on
use image processing techniques such as a camera to sense vari-
eties such as motion and light along with utilized artificial intelli-
gence for object detection such as support vector machine (SVM),
artificial neural network (ANN), etc. [6]. The SVM is needed low
computational recruitment than ANN but it has lower recogni-
tion accuracy than ANN. ANN assumes a critical job in a wide
scope of application and it has been utilized to serve the power
management systems in recent years. A convolutional neural net-
work, which is commonly referred to by conversational neural
network (CNN), is another and precise kind of artificial neural net-
work that can be used in image recognition. The CNN was pub-
lished in 2012 by Krizhevsky et al. [7] (also referred as AlexNet),
it gives a big improvement in the field of picture order and object
localization that improved the classification performance and it
applicable to a wide range of visualization tasks [8]. These tech-
niques, however, is dependent on the computational requirement
and typically needs a moderate processing specification in order
to work smoothly which is not available in most Microcontroller
Unit (MCU) and single board computers and inmost cases required
a PC based system in order to achieve that purpose [9]. Hence,
in order to use the ANN with low processing units (MCU or sin-
gle board computers) there is a need to design controller pro-
grams that can make the overall processing operation fast enough
to work. This work is focused on used CNN to detect some
important object that can be served in power management appli-
cation such as controls lighting, TVs, computers, etc. Since the
theory of object recognition accuracy is highly dependable on
processing an image (enhancement and segmentation) to extract
important features, in such way that with more details of image
and efficient segment the objects inside the image and isolated it,
high accuracy of recognition can be obtained. In the case where
the image has many details and objects and when there is a need
to process multi images in same time such as when need to rec-
ognized multiple objects from video streaming that may stream
25 fps (frame per second) that means the system should processing
25 images per second to recognize the desired objects. This heavy
process needs to use a high computational requirement in order to
recognize the object with high correctness in real time. However,
the use of CNN with microcontrollers or even with single board
computer (such as Raspberry Pi) to recognized objects in real time
is a difficult task, because the low computational specs that make

the process slow and not practical. Thus, this work has investi-
gated the ability of improves the recognition in both accuracy and
processing time by utilized saliency map to extract desired features.
In Section 2, the brief review of recent artificial neural network
based low-cost power management methods for household and
buildings. In Section 3, the proposed methodology and its design
described.

2. RELATED WORK

In this segment, we present the survey of current works that
designed for low-cost energy management using the different
approaches. In [10], author introduced the self-learning home
energy management system. They demoralized the demand and
supply side administration framework and coordinated for ongo-
ing activity of a savvy home utilizing the neural networks for price
forecasting, power alert functionality, price clustering, etc.

In [11], author proposed the control the executives framework with
consistent learning. The smart fitting is outfitted with a sensor
that can be traded on/off consequently as per nature, what’s more,
the sensor can be changed at whatever point for different condi-
tions. Added to this, the profound learning model is carried into
the entryway with territory care which is the possibility of haze
registering.

In [12], another energy management method introduced for Hold
Loads as well as large industrial loads. The Non-Intrusive Load
Monitoring (NILM) algorithm presented by really actualizing sub-
metering system for each store to estimate its modern improvement
dependent on receptacle pressing calculations and criticism frame-
works constrained by the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Calculation to
finish up with a vitality proficient keen home and savvy lattices.

In [13], author designed optical stream criticism convolutional neu-
ral system according to the video stream to screen the home for
energy efficiency. Their model uses rule-based channels before a
data convolutional layer and the recorded optical stream for man-
aging the optical progression of assortment. Distinguishing human
stance is a key factor while fall events take after a falling stance. By
sequencing housings of action it is possible to see a fall.

In [14], Internet of Things (IoT)-based home vitality the executives
framework proposed with lightweight photovoltaic (PV) frame-
work over powerful home territory systems, which bolsters the
development of home scalable, reusable, and interoperable energy
managementmethod. They proposedmethodswith lightweight PV
framework over powerful home territory systems, which bolsters
the development of.

In [15], dispersed home vitality the board system and a conveyed
calculation of machine booking presented for interest response, in
view of the displaying of the cost capacity.

In [16], author presented an equipment plan and execution of keen
minimal effort home vitality the executives framework with the ele-
ments of detecting, correspondences, and AI.

In [17], another solution for demand response for private clients
proposed. A versatile neural fluffy derivation framework (ANFIS)-
based home vitality controller was created to gauge vitality request
as indicated by the client’s way of life and natural elements iden-
tified with vitality utilization. In [18], author proposed the systemPdf_Folio:1114
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for multiplatform area dependent on remote sensor and actuator
systems for empowering productive and successful structure the
board. In this research work, our objectives and methods are dif-
fering with focus on minimum cost and maximum accuracy using
the deep learning technique. The methodology is described in next
section.

3. APPROACH

The point of this work is to propose a smart low-cost power man-
agement system that can control power consumption and includes
some appliances that can serve that purpose. The system can con-
trol the electrical devices such as switching lights, TV; air-condition
units, ventilation units, and other such devices on/off depending
on some aspects such as the presence of individuals, temperature,
odors. This system should control all these aspects in a smart auto-
mated way for most building area, such as rooms, halls, corridors,
etc. The system is composed from control unit which control all
process, sensors (such as light sensors to detect light intensity, tem-
perature sensors to detect temperature in desired area, ultrasonic
sensor to detect motion and computer distance, an odors sensors
to detect the odors), the power meter to measure power consump-
tion, a camera to streaming constant video so as to distinguish the
presence of individuals and their activities. Figure 1 demonstrates
an example of the power the executives framework in buildings.

As shown in Figure 1, the power management system has multiple
sensors distributed to cover all area. These type of sensor used is
dependent on section need to control its power, for example light
sensor used to control lighting that will switch on light when low
light intensity detected, however, after switch lights on the system
program start to analyze the area to identify if there is an individual
in that area, if it recognized human, the lighting continue to switch
on, otherwise the systemwill switch off lighting. Additionally, in the
case of the large-scale room such as halls, the lighting needs to be in
multiple groups and the program starts to compute the distance of
person/persons from the lighting area. For example, if hall has three
lighting groups (A, B, and C), in case when the person exists in the
area of group (A) then the system will switch on group A lights and
switch off lights of groups B and C, in case there is many persons
that located in the area of group A and B the system will switch on
lights of group A and B and switch off group C. Figure 2 illustrated
the switching light strategy.

Figure 1 A sample of a power management system that
covers all buildings area.

The other task that can be achieved by used recognition process is to
analyze human activity in order to control switching devices auto-
matically in an intelligent way. For example, the system can predict
that the person needs to watching TV, this can be achieved by our
proposed method that assumes in case when person exists in hall
and he set on sofa or chair with face directed to TV and the distance
in desired range then the system is switch on TV and when person
left the area the counter start and it then shut downTV after desired
time (such as 3 minutes). This strategy can be also serving in some
other application such as switching on/off computers, etc. Figure 3
illustrated the strategy of switching on/off the TV.

The other control strategy of the proposed system is to control air
conditioner units; this done by first indicates if there is a person in
the room/hall area. In case there is a person, the systemwill be gath-
ering temperature readings from a temperature sensor in that area,
and then it switches on the air conditioner with ability to modify
the temperature, mode, and fan direction to satisfying results. The
sensors such as gas sensor and odors can be used from the power
management system to control ventilation strategy that will start
vent fan. Furthermore, to archives good power combustion some
parts of the system such as camera not works until the system detect
motion in a specific area then the system will power on all compo-
nent located in that area to start analyzing the process. Additionally,
the proposed system can be operating as a central unit or in dedi-
cate units that work separately for each building section.

3.1. Hardware Design

In this method, we used the below hardware components with its
configurations:

Figure 2 Switching light methodology by the proposed
power management system.

Figure 3 The smart power management system.
(a) Switching light methodology, (b) TV on/off
methodology.
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3.1.1. Raspberry Pi

A single board computer such as Raspberry Pi offers more com-
putational specs than traditional MCU and it also available at low
cost. Raspberry Pi, is a Mastercard measured PC initially intended
for instruction, motivated by the 1981 BBC Smaller scale. It was
intended to offer an ease gadget that would improve programming
aptitudes and equipment. With its specs of small size and low price,
it had been widely used to design low-cost control systems, espe-
cially for an application that needs more than a basic MCU. How-
ever, Raspberry Pi is slower than a cutting edge PC or work area
yet is as yet a total Linux PC and can give all the normal capacities
that suggest, at a low-control utilization level [19]. In this work, we
have planned a brilliant power the board framework that employee
Raspberry Pi as a detected, central processing control unit in order
to design smart human detection system that can fully automated
managing power such as switching lights on/off turn on the TV, etc.
In this work, we have utilized Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, which has
a central processing unit (CPU) type Broadcom BCM2837 that is a
64 bitQuad-coreCPUand it operating in 1.2GHz, it has 1GBRAM,
Ethernet, wireless LAN and Bluetooth. It also has 40-pin extended
GPIO, HDMI, CSI camera port to connect the camera to board,
and DSI show port for interfacing a Raspberry Pi contact screen
show. There is a Miniaturized scale SD port for stacking the work-
ing framework and putting away information.

3.1.2. Raspberry Pi camera

In this work, we used Raspberry Pi Camera V2 in order to stream
live video from room to process the images and detect the presence
of a human in the room. The camera underpins 1080p30, 720p60,
and VGA90 video modes, just as still catch. It connects by means of
a 15-cm strip link to the CSI port on the Raspberry Pi.

3.1.3. HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor

The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor is an entirely moderate vicinity/
remove sensor that has been utilized primarily for article shirking in
different ventures. The HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Module has four pins,
Ground, VCC, Trig and Reverberation. The Ground and the VCC
pins of the module should be associated with the Ground and the
5 volts sticks on the raspberry pi board individually and the trig and
reverberation pins to any Advanced I/O stick on the raspberry pi
Board. The fundamental of operation is based on emits ultrasound
at 40 000 Hz which goes through the air and if there is an article or
hindrance on its way It will bob back to the module. Considering
the movement time and the speed of the sound you can ascertain
the separation. Figure 4 illustrated the ultrasonic sensor operation.

3.1.4. Temperature sensor

A Temperature/Humidity Sensor DHT11 has been used to moni-
tor the temperature of each building section. This DHT11 Sensor
can sense temperature and humidity and output signal with digi-
tal information. This sensor is low cost and offers high reliability
with high performance, fast response, excellent quality, and anti-
interference ability. The sensor has four-pin single row pin pack-
age and needs 5 V to operate, and it can detect the temperature in

the range between from 0 to 50°C with error ±2, and it can detect
humidity in the range from 20% to 90% RHwith ± 5%RH. Figure 5
illustrated the ultrasonic sensor operation.

3.1.5. Odors sensor

The MQ-4 methane gas sensor has been utilized to detect the bad
odors and then power on vent fan to get rid of them. This sensor
is compressed natural gas (CNG) sensor, which is ideal for sens-
ing natural gas concentrations in the air (where the most important
gas that needs to being de detected by this sensor isMethane-CH4).
This sensor can detect concentrations of natural gas in the range
from 200 to 10000 ppm. It has a fast response time with high sensi-
tivity. This sensor needs a 5 V in addition to a load resistance, then
it should be connected its output to an ADC. Figure 6 shows the
MQ-4 gas sensor.

The hardware component has been connected in the following
steps. The camera has been connected with Raspberry Pi via
onboard CSI camera port. The HC-SR04 is connected to Raspberry
Pi pins where VCC connected to pin 2, the echo with pin 32 (GPIO
12), GND to pin 34, and trig with pin 36 (GPIO 16). The relay is
also connected with Raspberry Pi pins where VCC connected with
pin 4, GND with pin 6 and the TV to pin 3 (GPIO 2) and light to
pin 5 (GPIO 3). Figure 7 shows the proposed system setup and pins
connection.

Figure 4 HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor operation.

Figure 5 DHT11 temperature/humidity sensor.

Figure 6 MQ-4
methane gas sensor.
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Figure 7 Raspberry Pi pins, where blue box represents a
connection with a relay, the yellow box represents the pin
connection with the HC-SR04 sensor.

3.2. Software

The software is including the parts start from setting up the oper-
ating system for Raspberry Pi, the programming software, and pro-
posed system program.

3.2.1. Operation system

In this work, we have used Raspbian which is the Establishment’s
legitimate upheld working framework. We have utilized Raspbian
Extend with desktop version 4.14 of size over 4 GB. It comes pre-
introduced with a lot of programming for training, programming,
and general use. It has Python, Scratch, Sonic Pi, Java, Numerical,
and the sky is the limit from there.

3.2.2. Software programming

In this work, we have used Python version 3 for design pro-
posed system program. It preinstalled in Raspbian operation sys-
tem (OS). Also, we have instilled CV2 library that we have used in
programming.

3.2.3. Proposed system program

The programhas been designed under Python language, is designed
to gather information from all sensors as well as streaming video
from Raspberry Pi camera in real time. This proposed systemman-
ages the overall processes that described in 2.1 and it can run a deep
neural algorithm that been enhanced by used saliency map algo-
rithm, in order to detect some aspects such as existing of human
and some object in specific areas such as chair or sofa. The proposed
system gathering data from the ultrasonic sensor (HC-SR04) in all
time to detect any movement then whenmovement detects the sys-
tem switch all sensors that locate in that area and used the ultrasonic
sensor to compute distance and give the order to relay for switching
on/off depending on the situation.

The optimizedCNNAlgorithm that been used in a recognition pro-
gram has two parts:

• Foreground Object Detection
The proposed method of foreground object detection consists
of the below steps:

– Image Pre-processing: In this part, we first converted the
image to grayscale then remove the image frame by
detecting if there is any frame edge for the top, bottom, left,
and right of an image. This is done by setting the maximum
possible width of the frame then evaluates the edge density,
then removing the farm if it founded.

– Image Segmentation: In this part, we have been segmented
image by used simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) super
pixels algorithm based on worked done by Achanta et al.
[20]. The SLIC algorithm is over-segment the image to
many super pixels (patches). Every patch has been
represented via a feature vector, and every one of these
feature vectors constitutes the feature matrix.

– Extract features from the image: In this part, an input image
is portioned into small and perceptually homogeneous
features. We tend to first extract the low-level features that
include Gabor filter as described in [21], steerable pyramids
and RGB color to generate a dimension feature description.

– Create an index tree: Together with super pixels, an index
tree is created to encode construction info through
hierarchical segmentation. As a result, we initially calculate
the appreciation of each surrounding patch by getting the
first and second order reachable matrix. After that, we use
the algorithm “graph-based image segmentation” [22, 23],
to combine spatial neighboring patches based on their
affinity. The graph-based image segmentation algorithm
generates a granularity-increases segmentations sequence.
In every granularity layer, segments are corresponding to
nodes in the equivalent layer within the index tree.
Especially, the granularity is controlling by an affinity
threshold. At last, we get a fine-fine-course hierarchical
segmentation from the input image.

– Structured matrix decomposition: After extracted features
and created the index tree, we used “Structured Low-Rank
Matrix Factorization” to decompose feature matrix to
structured-sparse component and a low-rank component.
After collectively imposing the Laplacian regularization and
structured-sparsely, the input feature matrix is decomposed
straight to organized components structured-sparse
component and a low-rank component.

– Post-processing: Following decomposing, we proceed with
the outcome from the feature to some pre-processing
algorithms in order to get improvements for the foreground
object. Depending on the structured matrix, we specify the
function of straightforward foreground estimation for each
patch.

After combining all patches together and executing context-based
propagation, we obtained the final foreground map of the input
images.

3.3. CNN Algorithm

All models for the experiments in the two objects (human and
chair/sofa) were trained using the implementation of the Single
shotmultibox detector (SSD) algorithm. The experiments were per-
formed with various information highlight maps and info picturePdf_Folio:1117
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sizes. The datasets that used is based on the Pascal VOC andCOCO
datasets.We had configured a shifted set of default bouncing boxes,
of various scales and angle proportions to guarantee most items
could be caught. The copy is trained using SGD with an initial
learning rate of 0.001, 0.9 moments, 0.0005 weight decay, and batch
size 32. The image has been resized to 300 × 300 in both train-
ing and recognition process in order to boost the recognition time.
The training processes run by high-level PC of 3.33 GH core i7
Extreme CPU with 64 GB RAM and two Nvidia Quadra. The out-
put weight is then saved and used with a power management pro-
gram for object detection in Raspberry Pi.

3.4. Experimental Results and Analysis

The test has beenmade with different parts. At first, we checked the
operation of the powermanagement system tomanage all operation
in real operation conditions. For this purpose, we instill the smart
power management system in the building (apartment) that has
two rooms, one hall, one bathroom. We distribute sensors separate
lighting to two groups A and B. Then we have placed sensors (light,
temperature/humidity, odors, and ultrasonic) sensors in the desired
location within buildings area, where each room and hall have three
sensors (light, temperature/humidity, and ultrasonic) sensors, the
bathroom has three sensors (light, ultrasonic, and odors) sensors.
And we placed a camera and processing unit in the hall. In addi-
tion, we connect TV to switch that connected to the system via relay
as well as vent fan to control switching process. At first, we left the
apartment from themain door, then the powermanagement system
successfully turns off lights and all connected devices. When open
the door the system detects motion and switch on lights in corri-
dors. When entering the first room the system has been detected
the motion and switch on lights in the first room the tempera-
ture sensor starts measure room temperature and then switch on
the air conditioner unit. When the second person enters, the sec-
ond room the system switch on lights and air-conditioner unit too.
Figure 8 shows the operation process when a person enters and left
the room.

In the hall, same as in room when a person enters the hall, the sys-
tem detects motion via ultrasonic sensor and directly switches on
lights of groups A and B. The system also starts gathering temper-
ature from sensor and switch on air conditioning unit. In the same
time the system power on the camera and start recognized the per-
son at the same time the ultrasonic sensor starts to compute the per-
son located in the room.When person set on the sofa that is in front
of the TV, in which the person becomes in A region, the system
switches off group B lights, in the same time the system analyzed
hall object and it successfully detects person and sofa as a result it
switches the TV on. Figures 9 and 10 shows the detection process,
recognition accuracy, and switching operation.

As shown in Figure 9, we have tested the operation when human
enter room. The system is successfully detecting human entering
the room and isolated it from another object in the room. The sys-
tem computes distance and switches on the light when human pass
door and continue switch light on a human presence in the room
then it has switched off when human move out the room through a
door when distance reaches over limits. Figure 10 shows the test of
TV switching on/off process. At first, the system detects the chair

Figure 8 Light on/off operation based on human
detection and distance measurement.

Figure 9 Human and chair/sofa recognition when human set
on chair and sofa.

Figure 10 Human distance detection when moving in the
room and switching operation.
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in the room and compute a distance between chair and TV, and if
there is no human presence, then the system stays switch TV off.
When human within the room it detects the human activity, if the
human sat on the chair or sofa then it will switch the TV on, and if
he stands off the system then put 1 minute then switch off the TV.
Figure 9 shows the human distance calculation and switching oper-
ation as a human move over the room and sat in a chair or sofa.
The results show that the precision of revealing is very high and it
detects human and chair, sofa, in 100% from other room objects. In
addition, the accuracy of recognition of separated object reach up
to 99% and in relatively good response time about 0.9 seconds. The
system also detects successfully detect human set in chair or sofa
and detect both with high accuracy of detection reach up to 99%
and in relatively good response time about 0.9 seconds. The ultra-
sonic also works well and detects distance but its value has some
errors. The operation of switching light and TV works well and it
runs in fast and smoothens.

The high accuracy of recognition as well as fast processing speed is
related to utilized saliency algorithm with CNN. The main benefit
from using of saliency algorithm is to extract only the most impor-
tant objects from sense and it successfully segments these objects
with good details that progress the presentation of the neural net-
work in addition to reduce quality and as a result reduce compu-
tational requirement and increase training and recognition speed.
Figure 11 shows the future extracted from high details image that
has many objects. The results showed that this method efficiently
removes foregroundobject fromother objects in the sensewith high
details that can be detected easily and accurately with many recog-
nition techniques.

Figure 11 Processing results. (a) Original image, (b): the
feature extraction of saliency objects.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have projected a smart power management system
that utilized low-cost computer unit and neural network in order
to control power consumption in the buildings and household. We
have utilized low-cost component to design this system, in which,
a single board computer that is Raspberry Pi has been utilized as a
control and processing unit. Multiple sensors has been also utilized
to serve the power management strategy, such as lighting sensor
to detect lighting intensity, temperature/Humidity Sensor to detect
room temperature, odors Sensor to detect bad odors, ultrasonic
sensor to detect motion as well as determine person distance. The
real operation test results show that the system worked smoothly
and efficiently and it was successfully controlled different tasks at
the same time without any failure. In the other hand the recogni-
tion process has been run in the fast-accurate way in order to con-
trol power system such as switching the device on–off in a smart
way. The artificial intelligence part of the proposed system differs
fromother traditional approaches itmakes the decision ismore effi-
cient than traditional methods based on sensor or human tracking.
The main difference is both approaches based on tracking moving
an object that can switch the device on–off even with any moving
object such as animals or flying object, while the proposed system
can detect human and some other object such as chair and sofa and
detect human activity such as when human sat on the chair. The
other important improvement of the wished-for method it can dis-
tinguish a human in 100% as well as in fast processing timeless one
second even with a low computational computer such as Raspberry
Pi. The improvement of human detection and recognition time is
based on the utilized two effective methods. The first is the feature
extraction method that depends on the theory of object detection-
based attention and computes foreground of segments for an image.
This model can automatically detect the distribution of foreground
objects that can be found in the connected regions. Compared,
our method doesn’t depend on any learning; therefore, it doesn’t
need image retrieval and annotation. On the other hand, we wholly
depend a shifted set of default bouncing boxes, of various scales and
angle proportions to guaranteemost items could be caught. They’ve
demonstrated this foreground depending on these highlights beats
standard data amplification frontal area and normal ghastly recur-
ring foreground for that task of the detection foreground object.
The experimental results show that the system runs smoothly and
efficiently control power switch in real time and it is relatively got a
fast processing time which gives the ability to use the Raspberry Pi
as a defecated processing unit that makes the power management
system low cost and practically useful. For future work, we like to
explore the diverse profound learning and neural system classifica-
tion techniques.
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